Abstract. Intelligent urban traffic is gradually maturing, Intelligent transit scheduling system is the important manifestation of intelligent transportation. Using wireless transmission, the scheduling control center timely release the schedule information on the appropriate LED screen to show, as well as voice broadcasting. This system not only provide accurate scheduling instructions for the bus driver, but also provide accurate data for managers to query the situation of the buses and arrange reasonable the bus interval. Over time, analyzing these big datas will contribute to the development and implementation of urban public transport policy.
Introduction
Previously, Tianjin bus scheduling totally depended on artificial. Managers in each departure station and bus terminal took notes on bus departure and arrival times in a notebook. They reminded the bus drivers of the departure time vocally. This approach was very inefficient and high error rate. Therefore, the information center in Tianjin Bus Group introduced the Intelligent Public Traffic Scheduling System that can automatically arrange vehicles scheduled time. The "LED Intelligent Scheduling System" was located in the terminal part of the intelligent scheduling system, receive scheduling information through GPRS or 3G route, then sent information to display on the LED screen, meanwhile playing voice.
System Requirements
Before designing the system, requirements for the LED scheduling system are below. 1. Follow the standard of "The Dispatching LED Screen Communication Protocol" which was worked out by public transportation group.
2. Core control system: The control board should adopt a new type of ARM controller that should be based on embedded operating system, which is in order to reduce the communication complexity and construct of multi-task concurrent operation requirements.
3. Upgrade of the application software in scheduling screens via U disk or communication network should be supported.
4. A self-test function should be realized which can automatically detect display module and sound module.
5. This system should have log in order to record initating information, shutdown information and receiving message. Log should be able to display locally, upload and USB export.
6. This system should be supported by the communication interface (serial or Ethernet) to send display test message and voice test message to led screen.
7. Scheduling screen configuration parameters include: screen resolution, the brightness of the screen, the TTS volume, screen ID, dispatching center IP address, dispatching center port, Ethernet port information, 3G network information, font, text size and scroll mode.
8. The system has the function of adjusting the size of Chinese characters and three basic fonts. 9. System can display temporary notification message issued by the dispatch center. 10. Scheduling screen needs to have the management process, which can carry on the equipment status inquiry, the log analysis, the remote upgrade, the remote configuration, the system registration and so on.
System Architecture
According the requirements, we organized technical staff to evaluate and discuss. Finally, we determine the system architecture diagram shown in Figure 1 through research and testing. 
ARM Main Board [1]
ARM mainboard is the core component of the system. It's main function is receiving scheduling information transferred by the GPRS or 3G router module. A part of these information are sent to LED screen, another part of information are transmitted to the TTS module for broadcast. At the same time, the ARM board is responsible for the information received from sensors, USB interface and Ethernet interface. The ARM board handle all information and send instructions to corresponding interfaces so that people can control LED.
ARM system using lpc3250 chip with NXP semiconductor contains: static 256KB RAM, a NAND flash interface, an Ethernet MAC, a LCD controller supporting STN and TFT panel, an external bus interface supporting SDR and DDR SDRAM and static equipment.
In addition, a number of LPC32x0 interfaces meet the system requirements.
LED Screen [2]
In this system, LED screen can be ON or OFF manually or regularly, can be adjusted brightness. The text on screen can move from left, right, up and down and can be set font.
Wireless Communication Module
The remote wireless communication module is in charge of receiving information sent by the dispatching center. According to the actual situation of the bus station, the GPRS receiver or 3G routing module can be configured to receive. The feature of this module is:
 Has internal integrated TCP/IP protocol.  Support for automatic heartbeat, can maintain permanently online, support for automatically connect after disconnection, support for automatic re-dialing.
Voice Module
This module can receive the English, Chinese or digital news sent from ARM controller, and then broadcast. The volume can be adjusted.
Ethernet Interface
With the laying of the optical fiber of Tianjin public transportation system, the LED dispatching information screen will be connected with the server through Ethernet. The comprehensive network will be realized. So we reserve an Ethernet interface. When some bus station have network, we can use Ethernet interface that can achieve information more quickly and updated in real time.
Sensor Module
The sensor module is mainly composed of a screen temperature sensor, an external temperature sensor and a fan radiator. ARM read the data of temperature sensor inside and outside the screen start up or turn off the fan radiator after comparison.
Power Module
The power module is mainly composed of ARM power supply, LED screen power supply and voice unit power supply. Its system block diagram is shown in figure 2: Figure 2 . Power Module.
Key Technology
The key technology of the system is how to ensure the data security and network security. In order to ensure the system security, we use the following ways:
1. Break the internal network with Internet Through VPN. This way ensures that the system will not be attacked by Internet.
2. Using a custom encryption method Transferring data by TCP/IP protocol. Using hexadecimal data format data and using ASCII code format transmission. Each hexadecimal data is divided into two ASCII data and then transfered. All status and broadcast information are presented by different prefix chars. This method can ensure the accuracy and safety of data 3. Agree on Communication Mode Dispatch center send information to the LED screens. At the same time, LED screen will also upload themself status information and response information to the dispatch center. Every 8 seconds, the dispatching center server and LED screen will send their heartbeat data to each other. This way can ensure that LED screen always be online. If they cannot receive heartbeat data, it indicates that the connection has been disconnected, the system will restore the connection immediately Summary LED Intelligent Scheduling System is an intelligent and safe scheduling information release platform. It not only receives and broadcast scheduling information function, but also broadcast important news to public when emergency happened. It is an important way for public traffic. The system is extensible, which will adapt the rapid development of the network in the future.
